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Dear Parents, 
     
Whilst the end of the school year is fast approaching, this has been a fantastic month of learning, 
discovering and growing by all our students. This time of year means our students are all busy 
practicing for the end of school year concert. Each class has planned some fun excursions and the 
children are all looking forward to them!  
 
 
All the classes started our Water Play program and the children love going to the pool and learning all 
about water safety.  As always, I have been impressed with the amount of children who are confident 
in the water and even more so with those who can swim.  
 
 
As the weather is warming up, the days are longer and there is more time to be outside doing all kinds 
of fun things – going to the park or swimming! Even though the Sun is hot, it does cool things. It keeps 
us warm. It makes flowers and plants grow. It even gives us vitamin D so we can better absorb 
calcium into our bodies for strong bones. It is a timely reminder to ensure that we are all being sun 
safe and smart!   Please ensure you put sunscreen on your child each morning, send a hat and water 
bottle for your child each day.   
 
Our end of year concert will be on Sunday, 16th June 2019 to be  held at Vietnam National 
Convention Centre (NCC)  Phạm Hùng, Mễ Trì, Từ Liêm, Hà Nội.  The children are all very excited to 
showcase their performance for you all.  
 
 
We hope to see you all at the end of year school concert.  
 
 
Upcoming Important Dates: 
 

May 31 (Friday)  – Children’s Day Celebrations  
June 16th   (Sunday)     –   End of Year Concert 9:00 am   
June 20th     (Friday)    – International Day Celebrations   
June 28th      (Friday)   –          Last Day of term 4     
 

 
 
 
Kind Regards,  
Kelly Monos  
Head of Studies 
Kinderworld Ciputra  

http://www.kik.edu.vn/
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News around the Classrooms 
Nursery Integrated – Bunny Class  

 
While learning through our theme “Where are you 
from?”, Bunny class had much fun dying rice with 
food coloring and using colored rice to create three 
beautiful flags of three countries that our children 
come from. The students divided into three groups 
and each group was in charge of the flag of a 
country. They followed the teacher’s instruction very 
well. They picked up the rice carefully and placed 
the rice on the picture. What a fantastic and fun 
activity with our kids and they really loved it! 

Nursery /Kindergarten 1 Class  
 
This month we have been focusing on many group 
activities to help our student learn how to work 
nicely together. We have completed two STEM 
activities so far; Sink and float, as well as, How to 
blow up a balloon using vinegar and baking soda. 
The children have really enjoyed the morning 
sensory activities. This is to encourage children to 
learn through their senses and to help develop their 
fine motor skills through play. The children are also 
enjoying being more independent, we have been 
working on self-help skills and routines with the 
children. Each morning, once they have arrived at 
school, the children are to put their own bags and 
shoes away, take out their water bottles and then 
choose an activity. 
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News around the Classrooms 
Kindergarten 2 Integrated – Pony Class  
 
In May, our Pony friends continued to practice for 
the end of year concert performance.  All of the 
children are working extremely hard to ensure they 
know all the moves for their performance.  Last 
Wednesday we started our Water play program.  
Already the children look forward to water play time 
every Wednesday. Part of our themes this month 
has been to learn about our senses and try different 
types of summer fruits. We tried mango, pineapple, 
jackfruit to help us learn about sweet and sour.  
 

Kindergarten 1/Kindergarten 2 International – 
Monkey Class  
 
This month we started our Water program. The 
children are learning how to become coordinated 
and kick and paddle at the same time so they can 
begin to swim. However, for some of our students 
these lessons are a way of them becoming more 
comfortable and confident in the water and 
unafraid. I am so proud of all the children for 
getting into the water and being so enthusiastic in 
their lesson.  
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Kindergarten 1 Integrated – Penguin Class  
 
In May the children in Penguin class had fun 
learning a lot of different topics.  We had a focus on 
learning about Hanoi, in our theme ‘I love Ha Noi’, 
we learnt about Bac Ho and everything he did for 
Vietnam in our theme of ‘Uncle Ho’.   We made a 
picture of Ngoc Son temple and Uncle Ho frame.  
 
Finally we learnt about the weather.   We learnt 
about different types of weather – sunny, raining, 
storm, thunder and lightning.  The children even 
discussed their favorite type of weather. The 
children also loved to play outside and drew lovely 
pictures about different kinds of  weather conditions. 
 
We really enjoyed playing and learning together 
with our friends and teachers.  
 

Prep International  
 
Prep International had a lovely and very busy 
month! The children worked very hard to achieve all 
their goals.  This month we learnt about “Vietnam, 
the Vietnamese Culture, Food, the Flag, Traditions 
and Uncle Ho.  We went to Pegasus for an 
excursion where the children learned to bake their 
own cakes.  We practiced for the end of year 
concert!. The children are very excited about it.  We 
also started with our Water play program every 
Wednesday. The children enjoy the water play very 
much. We are busy with adding and subtracting in 
Maths. The children worked on worksheets as well 
as in their Math books. We also started to recognize 
3D Shapes. And finally we started with Tens and 
units. 
 
Demeu had his Birthday. Happy Birthday Demeu! 

News around the Classrooms 
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News around the Classrooms 

Prep Integrated  
 
This month the Cub class, have had a big focus on 
ensuring they are “big” school ready!  Our students 
are about to embark on the next stage of their 
education journey. What an exciting time it is for 
these children and their families.   They have all 
worked so hard this year. This month students have 
been learning about the famous street artist Banksy.  
They have looked at different types of street art, and 
even discussions where they may have seen some 
street art around Hanoi.  We have also investigated 
all the things we love about Hanoi and the 
surrounding area.   The children also learnt about 
Uncle Ho.   
 
We have explored making bubbles.  The children 
enjoyed being scientist for the day and mixing their 
own solutions.   The children have also enjoyed our 
Water play program.  They look forward to going 
each week.  
 


